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This is for the information of Power Houses having Flexi Agreement signed with MCL that the
modalities for computation of Compensation/lncentive have been finalized and circulated by CIL for
raising of invoices and settlement of claims (copy enclosed).

As the FsA"/Contract particulars are required to be identified at the time of order booking for
computation of Compensation/lncentive, all consumers lifting coal under FSA/MoU are hereby
requested to henceforth mention the FSA/Contract particulars in the Sponsorship Numeric Code field
in the Annexure-C of FOIS screen for order booking in rail mode and the same may also be confirmed
in writing to the office of the undersigned each month. ln case, the order booking is done under flexi
agreement/ import substitution, the FSA/contract code of the transferor FSA is to be intimated in
FOIS programme and also in writing to MCL. For customers booking coal against FSA with the other
subsidiaries of ClL, the contract code issued by that subsidiary is to be informed and also to be
mentioned in FOIS. The list of particulars and contract code for Power Houses having Flexi
Agreement is enclosed herewith for ready reference.

lf any customer fails to follow the above mentioned guidelines, then MCL may at its sole discretion,
allocate coal against any of the contract of MCL or any other subsidiary of ClL, pertaining to that
customer. 
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EtItI: lncentive/Compensation guidelines for Power Houses lifting coal under flexi agreement and

order booking of Monthly Scheduled Quantity specifying the FSA/contract particulars
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To,

The General Manager (M&S)

BCCL/CCL/ ECL / MCL /NCL / SECI, i WCL

SBb. Modatitv of crlcuhtion of PI en0 Comoensption (LL'ILD) for Genecos

covered qrder Fleribili8 in utilization of domatic coel oolicv of GOI

union Cabinct on 4.5.2016 approved the proposal of Minisry of Power for "Flexibility in urilization of

domestic coal for reducing the cost oipower generation". Methodology in this rcgard issued by cEA vide letrcr

08.06.2016 was communicated to CIL vide the letter bearing numbcr 2301l/71l2014-CPD dated l3'07'2016'

In order to implement the above, Supplementary Agleements for Flexibility in utilization of domestic

coal are exccutcd with statc/central Gcncos. pursuant to this, coal company-wise Annual contracted Quantity

(ACQ), of each individual coal linkages (as per FSA) is summed up as Aggrcgated Consolidated Contracted

du*,ity tnncQ) for each state/cenEal Gencos. The pl / penalry provisions of coat company wise FSA are

applicable on the Aggregated Annuat Contracted Quantity (AACQ)'

In the above supplementary agreement. under the point 4: comoensation for short liftinq and

Performance locentive (PD, stated th" formula for calculation of cut-off lcvel of delivery (clDlcut-off level

of lifting (CLL) on the basis of AACQ, which was as under:

Dear Sir.

CLD/CLL= 90+

AACQ

P x

However, ir was also slated that lhis supplementaly agreement being an interim aIrsng,ement, the parties

agee to adopt the formula for calcularion of compensation at a later date for lifting below cLD/cLL or

incentive for dispatches as would be decidcd and accepted in the revised agreement through deliberarion

amongst the stakeholders and the formula so agreed and accepted shall be applicable from l'4'2017' As

,"ponla Uy coal companies, the claims tbr PI / Penalty are being disputed by the Covemment Power Utilities'

under AACQ concept" since 2017-lE on the plea that the above formula is yet to be finalized' coal Companies

also seem to be adopting differcnt methods to calculate PI / Penalty and in some cases the claims also have not

becn raised.



Pase 2

In order ro settle the issues, the ECFD ofCIL has kindly approved in its 2806 meeting. held on 2nd

May'2022 the following modality of calculating PI / Compensation (LL / LD) to be effective fiom lrt April
2017 -

(A) FE calcuFtion of PI -

l. Plant wise ACQ and DQ (Delivered Quantity) ofthe particular year will be ascertained.
2. Plant wisc percentage ofDQ (i.e Actual Qusntity) against ACQ will be calculated.
3. Plant wise qualiling quantity, i.e qrrrnlily 61r*ched over 90plo of ACQ, if any, will be calculated,
4. Now overall Quali&ing Quantity (OQQ) will be calculated using the formula -

Overdl Qq = 1o1"1 Acoal Dispatch for the year - 90% of AACQ
5. This overall QQ will be apportioned among Plants, who have positive QQ, in the ratio of plant wise

qualifring quantity.

6. Plant wise PI will be calculated as apportioned quali$ing quantity as per modality given in the FSA of
thar particular plant.

(B) Calculation of LL and nenelh thgreof under Flexi system

1. Plant wise ACQ, DDQ and LL Quantity for the particular year will be ascertained.

2. Aggregaled Trigger Tonnage is calculated which is the sum of multiplication of Unit wise ACQ with its
trigger level (%).

3. DDQ of each unit will be determined.

4. Aggregate LL (Levet of Lifting) quantity is calculated which is the sum ofLL quantity of each plant.
LL quantity is based on LL % ofeach plant which will be calculated as per given formula in FSA,
i.e, LL = (ACQ - DDQ) / ACQ

5. The difference between Aggregated Trigger quantity and Aggregate LL quantity is failed quantity if
lattsr is less than former. If former is less than latter than there will be no penalty.

6. This Aggregate Failed Quantity will be apportioned amongst plants in the ratio of plant wise failed
quantity, whae the LL% is less than the trigger level percentage.

l. Plant wise ACQ, DQ, RI, FM and DDQ and LL Quantity for the particular yeer will be ascefiained.
2. Aggregated Trigger Tonnage is calculated which is the sum of multiplication of Unit wise ACQ with its

trigger level (%).

3. Aggtegate LD (Level of Delivery) quantity is calculated which is the sum of LD quantity of each plant.
LD quantity is based on LD % ofeach plant which will be calculated as per given formula in FSA,
i.e, LD = (DQTRF+FM+DDQ) / ACQ

4. The differcnce between Aggregated Trigger quantity and Aggregate LD quantiry is failed quantity if
latter is less than former. If former is less than latter than there will be no penalty.

5. This Aggregate Failed Quantity will be apportioned amongst plants in the ratio of unit wise failed
quantity, where the LL% is tess than the nigger level percentage.

(C) Calcula-tion of LD and oenaltv thereof under Flexi system



Pase 3

In order to illustrate the methodology, examples are given in the enclosed sheet as annexure.

In view ofthe above, subsidiary companies are advised to take following actions -

l. Compute the amount for the Govemment Power Utilities, coming under the scope of AACQ
concept, since 2017- 18 against PI and / or Penalty, as applicable bascd on above methodology.

2. The details of claims to be conveyed to the Power Utilities mentioning that therc is no justification

for withholding settlement of claims on thc plea ofnon-finalization of formula as explained above.

3. Whcrcver some claim has already been raised on this account, the differential amount to be

computed and conveyed.

4. Any counter claim ofthe customer ofshort delivery may also be dealt on above principle.

Action takcn may pleax be conveyed to CIL HQ on priority.

Yours faithfully,

U*o'
HOD (F), M&S, CrL

Conv -

Direcbr (T), cL
T.S to D(M), CIL
cM(M&SXQC/Salcs Policy), CIL
GM (Opcration) / GM (Commercial) / HOD (FSA) / HOD (Legal), M&S, CIL
HOD(F), M&S. BCCL / CCL / ECL / MCL / NCL / SECL / WCL

It may be seen thar the modalities as mentioned above have been developed for the mmputation
keeping in view the compliance of AACQ concept as pcr directives of MOC as well as individual FSAs

with sound rationale, thereby mitigating the possibility on non-acc€ptance by Genecos and to brcak the

impasse.



Annexure
Examples-

(A)For crlcuhtion of PI -

(B) For calculetion of LL end nenalw thgreof un4er IlerisYstem
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1 2 3 4 {2.3} 5 5 7 E (r-41 9

A 1000 90 900 150 85.00 850 s0.m 11.54

B 900 90 810 220 75.56 680 130.00 30.00

c 880 15 660 300 65.91 580 80.00

D 1200 7S 900 100 91.67 1100 0.00 0.00

Total 3980 3270 3210 260.00 60.00

Arr (%) 82.16 AU, 80.6s
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1000 90 900 50 898 27@ 88 1
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880 "15 20 ?0660 430 50 90 590 28

1200 7S 900 880 0 100 30 1010 0 0

3980 82.t6 3270 3198 182 72III
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Contract-wise Power Sector Consumers List

CUSTOMER,NAME old FsA_cooE ACQ

3030000231 APGENCO, Ray.l*em. Thlrm.l Po*er Prclect {RTPP) (U.it- 1 & 2 ) 300010401PN,220805 870000

3030000237 APGEI'ICO, Dr. N.rl. Tat. R.o Pow.r st.tio.
(Or. NIPS) (Unlt- 1-6)

300012A01PN,220877 3000000

3030000233 0urtapur Proj!.ts Limircd 300035A01PN 303000

3030000234 oVC, O!.9.p!.TPS (Unt l&ll) 300206401PN 278000

3030000235 DVC, Mejia IPS {Unit ltoVl} 300205A01PN 500000

3030000237 MAHAGENCO, Xhap.rth!d. Th.rmal Pow.r Station (Unt-1-4) 300099A01PN 3067000

3030000238
MAHAGE NCO, tur.dih Thermal Poqer sl.tlon

{Unt- 1-r) 300095a01PN 745000

3030000239
lvlPq smh:dd Sop.r Ih.h.l Pow.r stnnh

lunt-r&2) 300113A01PN 3700000

3030000240 NTPC, Talcher super Thermal Power St tion (rinih.) 300110a01PN 14400000

3030000241 NTPC, Talcher The.m.l Power Srario. 300114A01PN 2418000

3030000243 TANGtoCO, METTUR lPs (Unit I to V) 300165A01PN, 300166A02PN 3697000

3030001186 IANGEmO, .CHENNAT TPS {UnitItotV) 300203A01PN 2542000

3030000244 TA GEDCO, TUTTCOIIN TPS {Unit I to lll) 300202A01PN 4640000

3030000245 wBPoct Bakreswar lPP (unt |lov) 300018401PN,220852 500000

3030000246 300020A01PN,220852 242000

30300100247 300076a01PN,220852 2950000

3030000258 APGENCO, Dr. NTTPS, Vijayawada(U-V l) 300012P01PN 2312000

3030000259 APGEIiCO, Rayaheema TPS
300010P01PN,221041 1010000

303000{)750 APP DCL, 5ri Damod.6m s.nj.evaiahIPS (Ur&ll) 227067,227054 7143000

3030000761 HPGCL, R.jivGandhiTPP
300130P01PN 900000

3030000263 MAHAGENCO,

$ape*heda TPs lUni!v) 300099P01PN 812000

3030000265 NTECL, vallur IPP (Uniil&ll) 300224P01PN 3760000

3030000266 NTPC, SimhedriSTPS
300113P01PN 4620000

3030000267 NTPC-TECL Vall!r TPP (iJnlt-rll) 300224Q01PN 2143000

3030000268 IANGEoCO, Mettur TPS 300166P01PN 2315000

3030001181 TANGEoCO, N. Chenn.i TPS
300203P01PN 4630000

3030000269 Ou.aapur Steel lPS, OVC lunit-tl 300315P01PN 1413000

3030001182 NTPC Limit d, SOLAPUf, TPS (Unit - l) 30032SP01PN 2833000

3030001180 APGIiCO, sl.ge lV, Unit'vr 300010Q01PN 2778000

3030005573 2400000

3030005271 Rajaitha. vidrlt (Chhabrr) 862875

3030006637 n.j.nhan vidyli (rGlBindh) 2077725

3030006272 R.j.sthn vidyot {Sorattarh) 4315875


